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Introduction to Blockchain 
What is Blockchain? Simply put, Blockchain is a technology that revolutionized the storage of data 

online. It shares the information across a different network of computers, Which makes it impossible to 

change, erase, or manipulate. In other words, it's a secure decentralized method for recording data, 

transactions and digital assets. 

 

What is defi? 
Defi is short for decentralized finance. It breaks the limitations of traditional financial services by making 

the entire process on blockchain networks. No need for intermediaries banks or any other brokers. On 

the contrary, Defi is a secure financial services that operate through smart contracts using Ethereum 

blockchain technology for example. Thus, the result is a more efficient, flexible and secure method for 

transactions.   

 

What is the difference between coin and token? 
 

Coins are cryptocurrencies that exist in their own blockchains, Such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Litecoin. 

In other words, Bitcoin exists in a Bitcoin blockchain. And Ethereum exists in a Ethereum Blockchain. In 

fact, Coins are just like real money you can use them to pay for items online, or store them for value.  

On the other hand, Tokens don't have their own blockchains, but rely on already existing ones.  

They might also exist in more than one blockchain which adds more flexibility when it comes to trading 

them.  

Thanks to smart contracts platforms like Ethereum, users can create and manage their tokens easily.   

 

What is Kuro? 
Kuro is a  cryptocurrency that aims at supporting youth projects around the world and providing 

humanitarian and educational assistance to bring the world to a higher level of cooperation and 

support. 
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More about Kuro 
KURO is a cryptocurrency that was launched by a multinational team of programmers with vast 

experience in blockchain programming. In fact, KURO is created with the belief In the bright future of 

human beings the need to keep up with technological and economic development in the world. 

 

KURO token aims mainly to support and provide appropriate funding for start-ups around the world 

after applying on our official website. The funding will be available in the advanced stages of the token’s 

roadmap. Besides, Kuro also aims at integrating communities worldwide into a single project that 

supports their ideas and projects. 

 

What does Kuro mean? 
In fact, Kuro comes from an ancient Kurdish coin that has not continued throughout history. Therefore, 

the name is chosen to connect the past, the present, and the future. 

KURO'S Goals 
- Supporting startups around the world 

Crowdfunding for projects around the world. 

- Providing humanitarian assistance, including: Food, therapeutic, natural disasters and 

educational aid. Especially remote education 

- Supporting non-profit organizations in humanitarian, education, and nutrition projects. 

 

 

KURO is actually a proof our generation keeps up to date with technology and international 

development, and is present in the cryptocurrency future. The success of KURO token depends on two 

parties, the token founders on one hand, and the token users worldwide on the other. 

 

In the light of the rapid technological developments in the world in recent years, the use of Blockchain 

technology has become inevitable. It is both a secure and a fast solution for projects development. 

KURO is a token with a global and humanitarian orientation. Whether in helping strategic investments or 

in becoming an alternative for token users worldwide. 
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Technical details: 
Kuro is a token built on Binance Smart Chain network (BEP20). 

BEP20 is the token standard of Binance Smart Chain. In many ways, it’s similar to Ethereum’s ERC20 

standard; in other ways, it expands on it. BEP20 sets rules that all tokens created on BSC need to follow.  

The BEP20 token standard on BSC applies to any token that is launched or created on Binance Smart 

Chain’s platform. 

Just as Ethereum has gas fees, BNB pays for the transactions involving BEP20 tokens on Binance Smart 

Chain’s network. 

 

Token name: Kuro 

Symbol: KUR 

Total supply : 300,000,000 

Contract Address: 0xA6fB39D69b09ECdc1a8b5f829DF11a40B7742603 

Network : Binance Smart Chain Mainnnet (BEP20) 

Kuro Creator Wallet: 0x747724DcD4a16662366644132C5f475bD7398F42 

Token Distribution: 
 

0.5%: Airdrop 

3%: IDO Stage (Number of tokens per transaction is limited according to the AMM to prevent high price 

impact). 

12%: KURO foundation. 

84.5%: Funding Environmental & educational projects 
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Wallet addresses: 
 

Airdrop wallet address: 

0xe77374C0BbC7273B2017a888BA5739f560B8D27d 

Pancakeswap wallet address (IDO): 

0xd3c593b64585beb816a1cb01605f9383e8d666ca 

KURO foundation wallets: 

0x76098744950Ca95B96a09409cA9c68c17c443EcE 

0x657F1cf03791b707d211CD25dc8A28C10b123793 

Token Locked Contract (by Trustswap , available on Team.finance) : 

 0x0c89c0407775dd89b12918b9c0aa42bf96518820 

*Note : all Liquidity pool tokens are locked By TrustSwap  

https://www.team.finance/view-coin/0xA6fB39D69b09ECdc1a8b5f829DF11a40B7742603 

 

Why KURO is safe? 
 

• Token distribution and projects' support will be made public on Kuro's official website. 

• Kuro is a decentralized cryptocurrency based on Binance Smart Chain network that can't be 

manipulated or controlled by any party. 

• Kuro has a limited total supply that can't be increased. 

• The total holders and transactions are stored on blockchain. 

• Kuro is a cryptocurrency with a vision. It works on creating a network of connections and partnerships. 

So that together, we will be able to achieve the main target of Kuro, which is supporting youth projects 

and startups worldwide. 

 

https://www.team.finance/view-coin/0xA6fB39D69b09ECdc1a8b5f829DF11a40B7742603
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KURO Roadmap: 
 

Q1-2022: Initial DEX Offering stage & listing Kuro in crypto directories. 

Q2-2022: Run the Wallet Platform. 

Q3-2022: Listing Kuro on other exchange platforms. 

Q1-2023: Funding top 10 Candidate projects. 

Q3-2023: Partnership with NGOs. 

 

 

 

 


